Abstract
Introduction
Because the number of users of Android-based commercial smart work devices is increasingly rapidly, new types of applications (apps) are being developed and distributed in the Android Market. However, in addition to the distribution of normal apps, the distribution of malicious apps with malicious purpose is also increasing rapidly. Android's increase in popularity and its openness have triggered a great rise in malware-spreading apps via the Android Open Market. The most common Android malicious apps contain spyware and (SMS) Trojans as a hidden undetectable code. Those apps collect and send GPS coordinates, contact lists, e -mail addresses to third parties. And they record phone conversations and send them to attackers. Furthermore, malicious apps download other malware onto infected phones using advanced deformation and transformation tricks based on an existing exploit such as a remote server-side polymorphism (SSP) [1, 2] .
Recently, mobile malware writers use all sorts of tricks to avoid detection, and one of powerful tricks is to use polymorphism inside of Android Mobile Apps. It's a cool trick that allows code to change without changing what the code actually does. A new form of polymorphism, as an advanced remote server-side polymorphism, has been used to evade detection on PC based OS like Windows system, furthermore, an advanced mobile malware has also been discovered targeting the Android platform [3] [4] [5] .
Therefore, it is necessary to dynamically analyze the newly issued attack mechanism such as remote server-side polymorphic malicious mobile apps, and analyses the indigenous characteristics of polymorphic malicious mobile apps using proposed detection engine. In detail, we implemented a dynamic analysis system for detecting remote server-side polymorphic malicious apps, which has recently become an issue on Android based smartphone.
Remote Server-Side Polymorphic Mobile Apps
Android's increase in popularity and its openness have triggered a great rise in malware-spreading apps via the Android Open Market. Android malware apps contain spyware and Trojans as a hidden code shown in [3] . This malicious code is designed to modify itself every time after it's downloaded to make detection more difficult. The code is capable of modifying itself on download in three different ways: (1) Variable data changes, (2) file re-ordering and (3) insertion of dummy files. In more detailed example, we can see the execution patterns of polymorphic malware as follow Figure 1 (com_alioth_imdevil_jp_DevilsCreed_full_1_8.apk) . Therefore, it is very hard to detect these kinds of server -side polymorphic (SSP) mobile malware.
Figure 1. Remote Server-Side Polymorphic Mobile Apps
A user unknowingly goes through the process of registering in a C&C server operated by an attacker; afterwards, the C&C server generates a different type of malicious code every time and stores it in the app download server. Then, the user downloads a different type of malicious code from the pertinent server every time and installs it in the user's device. Because the mobile apps downloaded by each user who undergoes this process are written with slightly different code, they have the characteristic of not being detected though conventional mobile detection methods.
Polymorphic malware adds an additional component to the encrypted code as a mutation engine (ME) that changes the virus decryption routine with each iteration by using obfuscation techniques such as inserting junk code, reordering instructions and using mathematical contrapositives. This type of malware can still be recognized by anti-virus software fairly easily, however, because the decrypted virus body remains the same.
Detailed Mechanism of Remote Server-Side Polymorphic Mobile Apps
Remote server-side polymorphic malware takes virus mutation to the next level. It uses the polymorphic malware's mutation engine to change both the virus decryption routine and the encrypted virus body as a follow-up figure. The mutation engine disassembles the code and represents it with a meta-language that characterizes the code's function but disregards how the code achieves this function. The end result is a new code that bears no resemblance to its original syntax, but is functionally the same. Remote server-side polymorphic malware is more difficult for anti-virus software to recognize, but not impossible. The weakness of metamorphic software is that the mutation engine needs to analyze the code in order t o disassemble it and if the mutation engine can analyze the code, so can vendors who make anti -virus software [3, 4] .
Most remote SSP codes discovered at present are modified malicious codes of the fake installer (FakeInst) [6] and OpFake types. With most of these, different types of code values are downloaded every time through a linkage with a remote server. When the operating method for the FakeInst type malicious app is examined, we can confirm that an SMS message is sent to an external server designated by the attacker unperceived by the user as it shows in Figure 2 . 
Dynamic Analysis System for Detecting Remote Server-Side Polymorphic Mobile Apps
We need to use dynamic analysis mechanism to detect the latest remote server-side polymorphic mobile apps. On most of these malicious apps, different types of code generated from server-side polymorphic server are downloaded every time through a linkage with a remote server. To detect server-side polymorphic malicious mobile apps dynamically, we constructed detection system as shown on Figure 4 . At first, we have to upload or submit suspicious mobile apps on PHP based detection server. And then those apps will be sent to python based dynamic analysis module. On this core engine, we can extract the characteristics of the suspicious object and we can get dynamic analysis results on the test sample apps. And those results are stored on DB implemented by MySQL. Finally, we can validate and certify those dynamic analysis results on main PHP based detection server. In detail, we designed expanded DB schema to manage and store analysis results gathered from suspicious mobile apps as shown on Figure 5 . We added more tables such as "app_permissions" and "app_dex" on existing DB tables to manage both permission information and analysis result, which are operated with enhanced dynamic analysis results on proposed "app_analysis" system cooperated with existing DroidBox [7, 8] toolkits. 
Implementation of Dynamic Analysis System for SSP
We implemented dynamic analysis system as shown on Figure 6 . At first, we provided web based management system, which name is "app_analysis" for maintenance of suspected mobile apps in detail. Proposed system manages detailed internal static analysis result and distinctive characteristics gathered from dynamic analysis procedures in particular. We can find apps core signature that can be used to distinguish remote serverside polymorphic malicious mobile apps from normal ones.
Figure 6. Implementation of Dynamic Analysis System for Detecting Remote SSP Mobile Apps
By carrying out a static analysis on the subject app, the permission information included in the app could be automatically extracted. Using a proposed system, it was also possible to find an illegal access module included within the terminal internal file by analyzing the internal remote SSP code such as com.adobe.air.apk. Additionally, it was possible to obtain the internal codes of remote SSP malicious apps; thus, modules or functions with suspected abnormality were automatically extracted. By using the integrated dynamic analysis mechanism, it was possible to carry out an analysis and differentiation process of polymorphic malicious apps collected online. We modified the core functions of the preexisting DroidBox module and primarily establish a group of data on metamorphic malicious apps through establishing DB. And then we also provided the additional feature of enhancing accuracy on detecting SSP malicious apps using the established DB information. The results of static and dynamic analysis could be presented in an integrated form along with the permission information included within the app as shown on Figure 7 . In this study, experimental data were acquired by establishing a polymorphic malicious app DB, and the characteristics of internal events that occur when a polymorphic malicious app is running were acquired through altering/improving static and dynamic analysis modules. It was also possible to see that out of all the subject apps, four apps were highly similar to the polymorphic malicious app group in Remote Server-side Polymorphic form. This method ultimately identified it as a polymorphic malicious app. In addition, on this basis of information from the behavior graphs, an underlying execution pattern in all polymorphic malicious apps was found.
Conclusions
Malicious apps are installed and operated on user devices by camouflaging as normal apps, providing the same shape and function of existing normal apps. Furthermore, the latest malicious apps have various evasive server-side polymorphic functions to avoid detection through conventional mobile detection methods. Therefore, to improve detection performance with respect to these intelligent malicious apps, it is necessary to provide a method for effective detection of suspicious malicious apps. Therefore, we implemented dynamic analysis system to manage and classify remote SSP type of malicious apps from normal ones. Using a proposed system, user can validate and certify whether suspicious mobile apps are malicious or not using aggregated DB data set connected by web interface.
